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Abstract In global warming scenarios, global land surface temperatures (Tland)9

warm with greater amplitude than sea surface temperatures (SSTs), leading to a10

land/sea warming contrast even in equilibrium. Similarly, interannual variability11

shows increased co-variability of Tland with SSTs leading to a land/sea contrast12

in natural variability. This work investigates the land/sea contrast in natural vari-13

ability based on global observations, coupled general circulation model simulations14

and idealised atmospheric general circulation model simulations with different SST15

forcings.16

The land/sea temperature contrast in interannual variability is found to exist in17

observations and models to a varying extent in global, tropical and extra-tropical18

bands. There is agreement between models and observations in the tropics but not19

the extra-tropics. Causality in the land-sea relationship is explored with modelling20

experiments forced with prescribed SSTs, where an amplification of the imposed21

SST variability is seen over land. The amplification of Tland to tropical SST anoma-22

lies is due to the enhanced upper level atmospheric warming that corresponds with23

tropical moist convection over oceans leading to upper level temperature variations24

that are larger in amplitude than the source SST anomalies. This mechanism is25

similar to that proposed for explaining the equilibrium global warming land/sea26

warming contrast.27

The link of the Tland to the dominant mode of tropical and global interannual28

climate variability, the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), is found to be an29

indirect and delayed connection. ENSO SST variability affects the oceans outside30
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the tropical Pacific, which in turn leads to a further, amplified and delayed response31

of Tland.32

Keywords Land sea thermal contrast · interannual variability · Tropical33

troposphere · ENSO · Pacemaker experiment · Atmospheric Bridge34

1 Introduction35

In a transient climate the global land surface temperatures (Tland) warm with36

greater amplitude than sea surface temperatures (SSTs), leading to a land/sea37

warming contrast. The ratio of land to sea warming tends to a value of around38

1.5 (Sutton et al 2007, Lambert and Chiang 2007, Compo and Sardeshmukh 2008,39

Dommenget 2009). Previous studies have shown the land/sea warming contrast is40

not simply due to the larger heat capacity of the ocean when compared to land,41

but is a result of the dynamics of the climate system. Sutton et al (2007) described42

an energy balance argument; assuming the anomalous downward surface energy43

flux is equal over land and ocean the land/sea warming contrast is caused by the44

difference in the partitioning of the upward energy flux into sensible and latent45

heat. Lambert and Chiang (2007) proposed that the stability of land/sea contrast46

over annual, 5 year and longer timescales is maintained by a land to ocean heat47

flux where the ability of the ocean to absorb the extra heat leads to a damping of48

Tland variability. In this scenario the value of the land/sea contrast depends on the49

ratio of the land and sea climate sensitivity parameters, and can be related to the50

results of Sutton et al (2007). However, as stated by Byrne and OGorman (2013)51

the energy balance argument does not give a sufficient quantitative value of land52

warming. Joshi and Gregory (2008) proposed a conceptual model to explain how53

the SSTs can force Tland, leading to a land/sea warming contrast above unity.54

There is a level in the atmosphere above which there is no significant land/sea55

contrast and thermal anomalies are transported efficiently around the globe. The56

lapse rate below that level is affected by temperature and moisture and different57

land and ocean lapse rates cause the land temperatures to reach an equilibrium58

warmer than the oceans.59

Dommenget (2009) demonstrates the ability of oceans to cause a land/sea con-60

trast on interannual and longer time scales, arguing that the asymmetric forcing61

of ocean to land is not only due to the asymmetry in area but also due to atmo-62

spheric water vapour feedbacks. Thus the land/sea warming contrast is a natural63

phenomena that also applies to internal interannual to decadal climate variability.64

When we think of the land/sea contrast in natural variability we can recognise a65

number of differences relative to that seen in global warming: Firstly, global warm-66

ing is mostly a coherent warming on global scale with a time evolution that is only67

going upwards. Furthermore in natural climate variability we have inhomogeneous68

warming and cooling patterns, some of them are regional others are more global,69

some of them have coherent warming and cooling (e.g. multi-pole structures) at70

the same time, some of them are closer to the land and some are over tropical71

warm ocean regions and others are over the colder extra-tropical oceans. When we72

analyse the land/sea contrast in natural climate variability we have to take these73

structures into account.74

When looking at the interannual variability of land and ocean the El Niño-75

Southern Oscillation and its teleconnections are the leading source of variability on76
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a global scale. Klein, Soden, and Lau (1999) discuss the concept of an atmospheric77

bridge as a method of communicating temperature anomalies from the equatorial78

Pacific to the remote tropical oceans (outside the Pacific). Similarly, Chiang and79

Sobel (2002) discuss a mechanism for warming of remote tropical oceans during El80

Niño conditions. The tropical tropospheric temperature (Ttropos) increases during81

El Niño, and is largely uniform across the tropical strip, 20S-20N. They attributed82

the amplified response over land to the smaller thermal inertia and reduced cooling83

due to evaporation. Chiang and Lintner (2005) further found an almost instanta-84

neous response of Tland to El Niño and an ocean response with a 2-3 month lag.85

The ratio between Ttropos and the surface warming signal was 1:1 for land but only86

1:0.3 for oceans. Their findings support the mechanism over oceans described by87

Chiang and Sobel (2002) as holding true on the larger scale they were investigat-88

ing. No mechanism was proposed for land warming, the higher ratio of warming89

was attributed to differing heat capacities of ocean and land. The processes of90

the atmospheric bridge responsible for the El Niño teleconnections are similar in91

nature to the processes of the land/sea contrast as discussed in Joshi and Gregory92

(2008), suggesting that the same principles are active.93

The study presented here discusses the large-scale land/sea contrast in natural94

variability, focusing on interannual timescales. We will analyse the characteristics95

of the large-scale land/sea contrast variability in observations and Couple General96

Circulation Models (CGCMs) from the CMIP5 data base. The role of the SST in97

forcing the land variability will be analysed in Atmospheric General Circulation98

Models (AGCMs) forced with observed SSTs and in a series of sensitivity experi-99

ments with an AGCM coupled to a slab ocean model or with fixed SST boundary100

conditions forced with different idealised SST forcings. Our analysis will discuss101

the differences between tropical and extra-tropical regions.102

In this article, the data and model simulations are described in the section103

2. Section 3 will discuss the evidence for the land/sea contrast larger than unity104

in natural variability in observations and model simulations. This analysis will105

also explore some of the regional differences in the ocean to land connection.106

Section 4 dicsusses a series of sensitivity experiments that explore the role of the107

SST forcing, the differences between tropical and extra-tropical regions and that108

highlight the role on El Niño forcing. Section 5 is an analysis of the mechanisms109

involved, illustrating how the SST forcing is amplified over land to result into a110

land/sea contrast larger than unity. In the final section the study will be closed111

with a summary and discussion.112

2 Data and Methods113

The observational surface temperature datasets used were the Climatic Research114

Unit Temperature data set, version 4 (CRUTEM4) (Brohan et al 2006) for Tland115

and the Hadley Centre SST data set, version 2 (HadSST2) (Rayner et al 2006)for116

the SST, Tocean. Temperature data previous to 1950 was excluded in the analysis117

of the land/sea interactions as the smaller data coverage area can cause errors in118

the statistical comparison of the two datasets (Dommenget 2009).119

For the analysis of CGCMs we used all available pre-industrial control runs120

from the CMIP5 datasets (Taylor et al 2012), see Table 1. The sensitivity exper-121

iments were performed with the UK Meteorological Office Unified Model AGCM122
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with HadGEM2 atmospheric physics (Davies et al (2005); Martin et al (2010);123

Martin et al (2011)) at an atmospheric resolution of N48 (3.75◦ × 2.5◦). This was124

coupled to prescribed SSTs or a slab ocean. The slab ocean assumes a constant125

mixed layer depth of 50 metres and is forced by flux correction terms to have on126

average the HadISST1 1950–2010 SST climatology (Wang et al Submitted).127

Three primary types of experiments were conducted: AMIP-type; sensitivity128

to mean SST increases; and El Niño pattern forcing experiments, see Table 2.129

The latter being similar to a ‘pacemaker’ experiment, as described by Alexander130

1992a, Alexander 1992b, Lau and Nath 2000 and Lu et al 2011. The AMIP type131

runs used HadISST1 from 1870 to 2010. Simulations forced with idealised SST132

patterns used a 12 month climatology of the HadISST1 data from 1950-2010 as133

the reference control climate. The division between tropics and extra-tropics for134

these experiments was chosen to be 28◦N/S, with the tropical forcing applied to135

the oceans in the zonal band bordered by 28◦N/S, and the extra-tropical forcing136

applied from 28◦N/S to the poles. For the model resolution used this most closely137

divides the oceans in half by area, with slightly more area in the extra-tropics. For138

the El Niño pattern forcing experiments a canonical El Niño pattern was generated139

using HadISST1 data and a linear regression between NINO3 and SSTs, shown140

in Figure 1. This pattern was imposed in the tropical Pacific between 30oN/S141

and 155oE to the eastern boundary of the Pacific. The values of the anomaly142

was based on the regression values, with a maximum temperature anomaly of143

1.41K. It was oscillated with a period of 4 years, peaking in January. Outside144

of the tropical Pacific there were two scenarios; fixed SSTs using the HadISST1145

1950-2010 climatology, and the slab ocean.146

All further analysis is based on annual mean anomalies with one exception in147

Section 4.2, which is based on monthly mean anomalies for monthly mean lag-lead148

correlations. The land/sea contrast, RL/S , is defined by the following regression149

model;150

Tland = RL/S · Tocean (1)

where151

RL/S = ρland,ocean ·

σland

σocean
(2)

With Tland and Tocean as the annual mean surface temperature anomalies of152

land and ice-free oceans, respectively, ρland,ocean is the correlation coefficient be-153

tween Tland and Tocean, and σland, σocean are the standard deviations of Tland, Tocean.154

3 Evidence of land/ocean temperature contrast in observations and155

models156

In this first analysis section we will characterise RL/S in natural internal climate157

variability in observations and model simulations. The focus here will be to il-158

lustrate that RL/S > 1.0 exists on interannual time scales in observations and159

models, but has some significant regional differences.160

We start the analysis with a look at the observations and the CMIP5 CGCM161

simulations. We then focus on AMIP-type simulations, in which the SST is given as162

the forcing and the Tland are responding, which allows us to draw some conclusions163
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about the potential of the SST variability as the driving mechanism of Tland164

variability.165

3.1 Observations166

The land/sea relation of interannual surface temperature variability for different167

regions is shown in Figure 2 and Table 3. Firstly, we can note that in the com-168

parison of the time series of the global mean Tland and the global mean Tocean169

they both have some common interannual fluctuations (correlation of 0.6; statisti-170

cally significant at the 99% level), indicating that the global land and ocean have171

co-variability on the interannual time-scales. The correlation indicates that about172

1/3 of the total variance of Tland in the global mean is co-variable with Tocean173

and the majority, 2/3, of the total variance of Tland is independent of Tocean,174

assuming a simple linear relation. We can further note that the variability over175

land is much larger than over oceans. The ratio of the standard deviations is 2.5.176

The combination of the correlation and the ratio in standard deviations leads to177

the global mean RL/S = 1.43. Thus the variability in surface temperature that is178

co-variant between the land and the oceans is about 43% larger in amplitude over179

land than over oceans.180

In the next step we look at different zonal bands. We split the globe into a181

tropical band (30oN/S round the equator) and two extra-tropical bands (polewards182

of 30oN/S round the equator), with the combined area of the latter two bands183

having the same area as the tropical band. First of all it is interesting to note that184

in all three zonal bands RL/S is smaller than in the global mean. This suggests185

that RL/S on the global scale is more dominant than on regional scales. In the186

tropical regions (Fig.2b) the correlation between Tland and Tocean is much stronger187

than for the global means, and although RL/S = 1.2 is larger than unity, it is still188

smaller than the global value. Thus the variability in surface temperature that is189

co-variant between the land and the oceans is about 20% larger over land than190

it is over oceans. The larger correlation also indicates that about 2/3 of the total191

variance of Tland in the tropics is co-variable with Tocean, again assuming a simple192

linear relation. To some extent these differences in the land/sea contrast relative193

to the global mean may reflect the different land and ocean fractions in the tropics.194

The relatively small land fraction suggets that land points are on average closer to195

ocean points and would thus be more strongly linked to the nearby SST variability.196

However, the differences in the land/sea contrast may also reflect differences in197

physical interactions between land and oceans, which will be addressed in the198

further analysis below.199

In the extra-tropical regions of the Northern Hemisphere the land/sea contrast200

is about unity and therefore weaker than in the tropics, but the correlation between201

Tland and Tocean is about as large as for the global mean. The extra-tropical202

regions of the Northern Hemisphere are marked by a pronounced low-frequency203

evolution, that is about the same amplitude in both Tland and Tocean. However,204

some interannual fluctuations appear to be similar in Tland and Tocean as well205

(e.g. around the years 1965 and 1990), but with much larger amplitudes over land.206

In the extra-tropical regions of the Southern Hemisphere the land/sea contrast is207

weaker than in the other zonal bands. Again, this may to some extent be related208
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to the distribution of the land fraction and in particular to the isolated location209

of the main southern hemispheric land mass of Antarctica.210

Since land and ocean areas are unequally distributed over the zonal bands,211

the correlations between the zonal bands may be of interest. In particular, most212

of the interannual SST variability is in the tropical oceans, so one may wonder if213

Tland of the extra-tropical regions of the Northern Hemisphere is more strongly214

related to the tropical or global Tocean rather than to the extra-tropical Northern215

Hemisphere Tocean. Table 4 shows a number of interesting correlations between216

the zonal bands and between land and ocean areas. First of all we can note that the217

global mean Tocean is strongly dominated by the tropical Tocean, which is clearly218

related to the dominant mode of variability —ENSO— and to the fact that the219

tropical oceans are the largest part of the global oceans. We can further note that220

the extra-tropical regions of the Northern Hemisphere oceans have a moderate221

positive correlation to the global mean, but not to the tropical Tocean. The global222

and Northern Hemisphere Tland are nearly identical, as most of the land is in the223

Northern Hemisphere. Although global Tocean is dominated by the tropical Tocean224

the global and the Northern Hemisphere Tland have only a moderate correlation225

to tropical Tocean, suggesting only a weak direct influence of the tropical Tocean226

on Northern Hemisphere Tland.227

In summary, in the observations we find a land/sea contrast in the temperature228

variability that has, in most regions, stronger amplitudes over land than over229

oceans. In particular in the tropics there is a strong link between Tland and Tocean230

variability, whereas in the extra-tropical regions of the Northern Hemisphere the231

link appears to be much weaker.232

3.2 Coupled General Circulation Model Simulations (CMIP5)233

We now explore how CGCM simulations can represent the land/sea contrast in nat-234

ural variability. This helps us to understand the mechanisms behind the land/sea235

contrast as well as providing a much larger data base, which allows us to explore236

the characteristics of the land/sea contrast in more detail. We therefore analysise237

the preindustrial (no external forcings) simulations from the CMIP5 data base,238

using the multi model ensemble of 35 models.239

In analog to the analysis of the observations (e.g. Fig. 1 and Table 3) we240

summarise the statistics of the land/sea contrast from all models for the global,241

tropical and the two extra-tropical hemispheres in Table 3 and 4. The CMIP5242

simulations multi model mean shows a very similar land/sea contrast in both243

RL/S and the correlation value for both global and tropical means. They also244

have a very weak connection between Southern Hemispheric extra-tropical land245

and ocean. However, in the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics the models show246

a weaker link between ocean and land variability than observations. The CMIP5247

models also do not show much impact from the Northern Hemispheric Tocean to248

global mean Tocean. In a similar way the Northern Hemispheric Tland does not249

dominate global mean Tland in the CMIP5 simulation as it does in observations.250

We can now look at the inter-model variations. The scatter plots in Figure 3251

show that amongst the CMIP5 models the land/sea correlation in the tropics is252

linearly related to the global value of the land/sea correlation (Fig. 2b). Models253

with a strong land/sea connection in the tropics also tend to have a stronger global254
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land/sea connection (Fig. 2 a). The extra-tropical interactions are not strongly255

related to the global values. We can further note that the spread in the extra-256

tropical values in both RL/S and the correlation values are much larger than in257

the tropics. This suggests that the CMIP5 models disagree much more on the258

extra-tropical land/ocean interactions than they do in the tropics.259

The results suggest that tropical values of the land/sea correlation are more260

important in determining the global value, and tropical processes connecting ocean261

and land surface temperatures on these timescales are unrelated to the extra-262

tropics. Again it should be noted here that global Tland is dominated by the263

large land fractions in the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere. The tropical land264

fraction is much smaller. In turn, Tocean is dominated by the large tropical SST265

variability. Thus, the strong link between global and tropical land/sea correlation266

suggests that it is the tropical SST variability that is a significant cause of the267

land/sea contrast.268

The relationship between global mean Tland and the regional SST variability is269

explored next to illustrate which patterns of variability are related to land variabil-270

ity. We correlate Tland with local SST variability, see Figure 4. Here the timeseries271

of Tland and surface temperature anomalies of all CMIP5 models were combined272

and the annually averaged global Tland is correlated with surface temperatures.273

The same analysis was done in Dommenget [2009] (Fig. 3a) for observations. The274

CMIP5 model results are largely similar to the observations as shown in Dom-275

menget [2009], but due to the much larger database the emerging pattern is much276

less noisy and more details can be seen.277

The CMIP5 models show a strong relationship between global Tland and tropi-278

cal ocean and land temperatures. All the tropical land masses are highly correlated279

and there are distinct patterns of high correlations in the tropical oceans. There280

are some similarities in the patterns between the ocean basins; there is a minimum281

at the equator and on the eastern edge of each of the basins. Larger correlations282

in all three tropical ocean basins are on the western side of the basin. The highest283

correlations are in the Indian ocean where there is a large region with correlation284

values above 0.6. The patterns seem to suggest that the SST variability close to285

the land regions and in the upwind direction of the prevailing easterly trade winds286

are most strongly linked to the global Tland. It is remarkable in this figure that287

the most dominant pattern of SST variability, El Niño, is not directly visible here,288

as there is a local minimum of correlations on the equator.289

In the extra-tropical regions we see bands of negative correlations in both290

hemispheres. Thus positive anomalies in the global mean Tland are related to291

negative SST anomalies over large parts of the extra-tropical oceans. This SST292

pattern is somewhat similar to the ENSO teleconnections or decadal variations293

of global SST variability (Lau and Nath 1996 & Dommenget and Latif 2008). It294

indicates that changes in the extra-tropical atmospheric circulation linked to the295

tropical SST variability can lead to the negative SST correlations in the extra-296

tropical regions.297

To summarise, coupled global climate models are effective in simulating the298

land/sea contrast in natural variability. Tropical values of the land/sea correlation299

and ratio of standard deviations are consistent between models and observations.300

The largest discrepancy between observations and models is in the extra-tropics,301

especially the Northern Hemisphere. These results indicate that the physical pro-302
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cesses controlling these metrics are well represented by the models in the tropics303

but may not be as well simulated in the extra-tropics.304

3.3 Atmospheric response to SST forcing305

(AMIP-simulations)306

In the previous section we have characterised the land/sea contrast in observations307

and CGCM simulations. We now address the causality of this link by assuming that308

the land is responding to SST variability. Thus testing the idea that the natural309

SST variability is leading to an amplified response over land. We therefore do a310

series of AMIP-type experiments, in which we prescribe historical SST variability311

globally or in parts of the global oceans and analyse the response of the Tland and312

other atmospheric variables.313

Figure 5 shows the same plots as Figure 2 except for an AMIP simulation314

using the an AGCM forced with the historical global HadISST1 SST variability315

(see data section for details). The land/sea contrast values are largely consistent316

with observations. The globally averaged values are higher than observed; there is a317

lower ratio of standard deviation between land and oceans but a higher correlation.318

The AMIP tropically averaged values of land/sea contrast, correlation and ratio319

of standard deviations are almost identical to observations. AMIP runs are forced320

only by SSTs, so the high correlation between land and ocean surface temperatures321

in the tropics indicates a direct, strong connection from ocean to land. For both322

the tropical and global mean the values of land/sea contrast are larger than unity,323

indicating that the SST forcing is amplified over the continents.324

The extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere land/sea contrast value is substan-325

tially lower than observed. The low values of land/sea contrast in the extra-tropics326

are due to the low correlations between ocean and land; there is still a much greater327

variance of land compared to ocean temperatures. The low correlation of annual328

mean temperature implies that on these timescales the influence of the extra-329

tropical oceans is either less significant or more subtle and less direct than in330

the tropics. If we assume that the models capture the correct ocean-land inter-331

actions and that the observed extra-tropical land/sea contrast is accurate, then332

we have to conclude that the extra-tropical land/sea contrast is not forced by the333

SST variability. It may be the atmospheric internal variability forcing the extra-334

tropical SST variability and Tland, with the Tland having the larger amplitudes.335

This picture is consistent with Barsugli and Battisti (1998).336

In Figure 6 f-tests are used to measure the increase in annual temperature337

variability due to SST variability at the surface and at the 300hPa pressure level338

relative to a simulation with fixed SST climatology. Figure 6 a) and b) show that339

global SST variability has a substantial impact on the tropical atmospheric and340

surface temperature variability. However, in the extra-tropical regions the impact341

is much weaker, but still statistically significant in some regions.342

In order to separate the influence of the tropical SST variability from that of the343

extra-tropical SST, we repeat the AMIP experiment forced with the historical SST344

variability just in the tropics or just in the extra-tropical regions. The impact of345

the tropical SST variability is similar to the global SST variability, with a clear and346

strong impact in the tropical regions. The AMIP simulation with just the extra-347

tropical SST variability has only a very weak to no impact on the regional (grid-box348
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scale) atmospheric and surface temperature variability. However, if we compare the349

global AMIP versus the tropical only AMIP run we still can see a somewhat larger350

increase in variance over land in the global AMIP run. This indirectly suggests that351

the extra-tropical SST forcing does play a role, although it is much smaller than352

the tropical forcing. In summary the AMIP experiments suggest a clear tropical353

SST forcing to the atmospheric and land surface temperatures, but a much weaker354

or no forcing from the extra-tropical SST.355

4 Sensitivity experiments356

In the previous section we illustrated that the SST variability is forcing an ampli-357

fied response in the Tland variability. It was also shown that the link to tropical358

SSTs was much stronger than the link to extra-tropical SSTs. This result suggests359

that the atmosphere and land are more sensitive to tropical SST variability, but360

it may also illustrate that tropical SST variability is stronger than extra-tropical361

or may have patterns of variability that affect the land more strongly than those362

from the extra-tropics. In the first set of sensitivity experiments we explore the363

differences between tropical and extra-tropical SST forcing and in the second set364

of sensitivity experiments we take a closer look at ENSO SST variability, which is365

the main driver of global SST variability.366

4.1 SST perturbation experiments367

In order to address the sensitivity of the atmosphere and land to identical SST368

anomalies from the tropical or extra-tropical regions we conduct a series of ide-369

alised sensitivity experiments, with homogeneous increases in the SST by +1K.370

These experiments are similar to some of the classical SST response experiments371

done in previous studies in the context of global warming or climate sensitivity372

(Cess et al 1990, Dommenget 2009, Compo and Sardeshmukh 2008).373

Figure 7 shows the surface temperature response (control removed) from the374

+1K experiments; where +1K was added to the oceans in the tropics, extra-375

tropics or globally. In response to a tropical SST perturbation there is a large376

tropical response, greatest over equatorial South America and Africa, India and377

the maritime continent (Fig.7 a). The tropical +1K ocean perturbation leads to378

Tland > +1K in most tropical areas. Thus the SST forcing is amplified. The extra-379

tropical land the response to the tropical forcing is not significant everywhere,380

but some regions also show an amplified response to the tropical SST forcing (e.g.381

central Asia and parts of Europe and North America). An extra-tropical Tland382

response to tropical SST is seen for seasonal averages in the winter months of each383

hemisphere, the Northen Hemsiphere winter response is shown in Figure 7e.384

When looking at the annual mean response of Tland to extra-tropical SST385

perturbations there is little significant response, however for seasonal averages386

both hemispheres show a significant response in their respective winter months,387

shown for the Northern Hemisphere in Figure 7 e-g. The response of Tland is also388

amplified in some regions relative to the initial perturbation. However, the extra-389

tropical forcing again leads to a weaker land response than the tropical forcing,390

as was also found in the AMIP simulations. Also similar to the AMIP simulations391
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we again find that the global SST forcing has a bigger impact than the tropical392

only forcing for the annual mean. In addition the response of the global SST393

forcing is greater than the superposition of the tropical and extra-tropical forcing394

(comparing Fig.7 c and d). This again indirectly suggests that the extra-tropical395

SST forcing does lead to a significant land response.396

4.2 Influence of ENSO397

On inter-annual timescales ENSO is the most significant global climate driver.398

It is therefore remarkable that in the analysis of the CMIP5 model simulations399

the NINO3 region did not show up with a high correlation to global Tland (see400

Fig.4). The ENSO region in the tropical Pacific has a lower correlation with Tland401

than adjacent regions and the other ocean basins. Using the combined monthly402

mean CMIP5 surface temperature anomalies, Fig.8 e) shows the lagged correlations403

between NINO3 SST and global Tland. The NINO3 region is seen to lead global404

land by 4 months. Typically land has a fast response time to forcings, which would405

not result in a 4 month delay, so this result suggests that the full land response is406

not directly forced by the NINO3 SST but is most likely caused by something else.407

This other forcing may be delayed to the ENSO variability by about 4 months.408

Since we have seen in Fig.4 that global Tland is highly correlated to other tropical409

ocean SST, it seems likely that Tland is linked to the slower ocean response in the410

remote tropical oceans and not directly to the NINO3 region.411

To address this question we conducted a series of idealised ENSO-response412

experiments. In the first experiment we prescribe an oscillating ENSO pattern (a413

regression between NINO3 and SSTs shown in Fig.1) in the tropical Pacific and414

fixed SST climatologies elsewhere. The oscillation period of the ENSO signal is415

4 years, peaking in January. In the second experiment we allow SST variability416

outside the tropical Pacific simulated by a simple slab ocean model. Thus, in the417

second experiment the global ocean SSTs can respond to the oscillating ENSO418

pattern forcing.419

Figure 8 (i-l) shows cross-correlations from the ENSO-FIXSST and ENSO-420

Slab forcing experiments. In i) and j) we see that for the fixed SST experiment421

the global and tropical land responds to the ENSO-like forcing (red line), and422

does so without the delay seen in Figure 8 e). When a slab ocean is introduced423

the land responds with a realistic delay of around 4 months. The peak slab ocean424

response is at 6 months, implying that the land is responding immediately to425

the initial Pacific ocean forcing and then subsequently to the delayed slab ocean426

response. The delayed land response is also associated with a higher correlation to427

the NINO3 region. Comparing the global and tropical averages, the main difference428

is the magnitude of the peak correlation, but in the tropics the slab ocean also429

results in the peak land correlation being higher than the peak ocean correlation.430

So the delayed response of the remote tropical oceans to a Pacific ocean forcing431

explains both the delayed land response and some part of the amplification of the432

oceanic temperature signal over land. In the extra-tropics there is only a very weak433

influence of the ENSO forcing on land temperatures in the sensitivity experiments434

(Fig. 8 g, h), and the tropical Pacific has little influence on the slab ocean in the435

extra-tropics. The observations and CMIP5 models also don’t show a significant436

relationship between the extra-tropics and NINO3.437
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5 Mechanism for the continental amplification of the SST forcing438

RL/S larger than unity in the SST forced experiments indicates that the land’s439

response to SST variability is amplified. We now wish to explore how this ampli-440

fication is physically realised. We therefore compare the simulation without any441

SST variability (FIXSST) with the simulation with the oscillating ENSO signal442

in the tropical Pacific and the slab ocean SST variability in the rest of the oceans443

(ENSO-Slab).444

We first take a look at the vertical structure of the relationship between land445

and ocean temperatures to highlight the link between oceans and land in the446

free troposphere. Using tropical averages above land and ocean points, Figure 9447

shows regression values for the Ttropos at different pressure levels as a function448

of the surface temperature Tland and Tocean. In the simulation without any SST449

variability the higher level tropical temperatures over land areas are only weakly450

related to Tland, indicating that the atmospheric internal (independent of SST451

variability) Tland variability is limited to the near surface layers and is not strongly452

related to the upper free Ttropos (green dashed line in Fig. 9 a). In the simulation453

with SST variability the upper level temperature shows a strong relationship with454

the surface Tland variability (solid green line in Fig. 9 a). In particular the relation455

of Tland with upper level temperatures over ocean areas shows a strong increase456

with height, with values larger than unity between 500hPa to 200hPa (solid blue457

line in Fig. 9 a).458

Over ocean regions we see a clear increase in the relationship between the459

surface Tocean and the 500hPa to 200hPa level temperature variability (blue line460

in Fig. 9 b). This is a well known signature of moisture convection; for a unity461

warming at the surface the upper level temperatures will warm more, due to the462

latent heat release by moist convection (Joshi et al (2007), Byrne and O’Gorman463

(2013), Dommenget (2009), etc.). This signature appears to be transported to the464

land regions, which leads to the similarity in the regressions between Tland and465

Tocean with upper level Ttropos over ocean regions (compare solid blue lines in Fig.466

9 a and b).467

The combination of the regression values suggests the following scenario for the468

land amplification of the SST forcing: SST variability in the tropical ocean regions469

leads to Ttropos at higher levels above the oceans with larger amplitudes due to the470

latent heat release by moist convection. The well mixed free troposphere transports471

the amplified SST signal over land. Here the surface Tland feels the increased472

upper level Ttropos and follows the upper temperature variability, but with smaller473

amplitudes. Thus the amplification of the SST variability is not happening over474

land, but is achieved locally over ocean regions by moist convection.475

We now take a look at the regional differences in this upper level Ttropos476

amplification. We split the land areas into subregions allowing us to focus on477

large-scale Tland values and average out the smaller scale Tland variability to get a478

clearer picture of the large-scale interactions, for example Africa was divided into479

southern, central and northern regions and the variables were averaged over each480

of these areas. The areas are roughly selected by similar sizes and by averaging481

over regions with similar mean climates in humidity and temperature. Figure 10(a-482

c) shows linear regression coefficients between area average Tland and upper level483

(500-100hPa) Ttropos above. We will first of all focus on the tropical regions and484

then discuss the extra-tropical regions.485
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As in the previous analysis (Fig. 9) the regressions for the FIXSST run dont486

show any strong connections between surface temperature and Ttropos. In some487

regions the values are even negative. Compare this to the regressions for the ENSO-488

Slab forced run where strong positive regressions exist between the surface and489

the troposphere in the tropics (Fig. 10 b). To highlight the influence of the SST490

variability we plot the difference in the regression values (Fig. 10 c). It shows491

that tropical ocean forcing leads to a large increase in tropospheric forcing of land492

surface temperatures across all the tropics.493

A look at a few other atmospheric variables helps us to better understand494

the ocean forcing of the land areas. The regressions between downward longwave495

radiation (LW) and Tland mostly fit to the relationship between Ttropos and Tland496

with increases in Ttropos alongside with increases in LW. However, the increase497

in LW (Fig 10 f) is larger than one would expect from the pure black body498

radiation effect of the Ttropos increase (Fig. 10 c) with a emissivity lower than499

unity. According to the black body radiation effect, the LW increase should be500

about 1W/m2/K, but it is significantly larger than that over Africa and South501

America. This suggests that the increase in LW is not only due to the Ttropos502

increase.503

The short wave radiation (SW) and indirectly the total cloud cover (in reversed504

sign) shows a significant reduction over most of the tropical regions. This suggests505

that SW counteracts the land warming and would thus be a negative feedback.506

However, the thermal radiation effect related to the increases in cloud cover would507

further increase the LW response, which partly explains the large LW effect. The508

surface humidity is also increasing in most tropical regions with Tland, which is509

mostly the opposite of what we see in the control FIXSST atmospheric internal510

variability (Fig. 10 j). This would further strengthen the LW effect by increasing511

the emissivity of the tropospheric layers.512

The response in sea level pressure (SLP) is a good first order indicator of atmo-513

spheric circulation response. In the control FIXSST atmospheric internal variabil-514

ity SLP is mostly negative for positive Tland (negative regression values in Fig. 10515

m). However, in the oscillating ENSO signal simulation SLP is positive for large516

regions. This is a reflection of the atmospheric circulation changes during El Niño.517

This is particularly strong over the Maritime Continent and Australia. The strong518

SLP response over Australia to some extent explains why we do not see a strong519

response in Ttropos and LW over Australia.520

In the extra-tropical regions there is much less of an effect visible from the521

SST variability. Here it has to be noted that the oscillating ENSO simulation also522

demonstrates SST variability in the extra-tropical regions as simulated by the slab523

ocean that is in its amplitude about as large as observed. This has also been demon-524

strated in other studies (Alexander 1992a, Alexander 1992b, Dommenget and Latif525

2002). However, no substantial influence from the Ttropos, LW or humidity can be526

found. SW and therefore total cloud cover do show some impact, which may be527

related to circulation changes, as SLP responses in the extra-tropical regions are528

also more pronounced which suggests that atmospheric circulation responses in529

these regions are important.530
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6 Summary and discussion531

The aim of this study was to analyse the large-scale land/sea warming and cooling532

contrasts in natural variability in observations and model simulations. Compar-533

ing the statistics between observations, coupled climate model simulations and534

idealised atmosphere-only SST forced simulations, we found some consistent char-535

acteristics of the land/sea contrast, estimated the role of the SST in forcing the536

land and described the main tropical forcing and amplification mechanism for the537

tropical SST to influence Tland.538

The observations, CGCM simulations from the CMIP5 models and AMIP-539

type forced AGCM experiments show a quite consistent picture for the tropical540

and global land/sea interaction. RL/S is larger than unity on both a tropical and541

a global scale. The global RL/S tends to be larger than any zonal band, suggesting542

that the land/sea warming and cooling contrast in natural variability is stronger543

on the larger-scale. However, substantial regional differences exist in this. In par-544

ticular, in the extra-tropical regions the RL/S tends to be smaller or insignificant.545

We also find some disagreement in the Northern hemisphere extra-tropics with the546

observations showing a significant land/sea correlation that doesn’t exist in the547

CGCM simulation. However, it is unclear from the analysis whether this points548

towards a model problem or an observational data problem.549

An important part of this study was determining causality in the land/sea550

relationship. This was investigated with AMIP runs and sensitivity experiments.551

Forcing an AGCM model with observed SSTs results in a realistic land/sea con-552

trast in the tropics, while in the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics the value553

differed from observations but was still similar to coupled models. This can indi-554

cate that: either the observed covariance between land and ocean is not SST forced555

and comes from internal atmospheric variability or a land to ocean feedback ex-556

ists, which clearly will be missing from AMIP runs. Assuming the observed strong557

RL/S in the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics is real the lag of a strong RL/S in558

the CMIP CGCM simulations either suggests that the correct atmosphere-ocean559

interaction is missing or indicates that the CGCM simulations do not produce560

the right kind of natural SST variability. The latter may indeed be a problem,561

as it has been shown that the simulated modes of SST variability in the extra-562

tropical oceans in the CMIP5 CGCM simulations are indeed quite different from563

the observed (Wang et al Submitted).564

An interesting aspect of the tropical connection to Tland is the relatively small565

correlation with the NINO3 SST index and the role of the remote tropical oceans566

in the response of Tland. The slow response of the Indian and Atlantic tropical567

basins to the Pacific ocean forcing leads to the delay of the Tland response to the568

NINO3 SST index by several months (Lau and Nath 1996, Chiang and Lintner569

2005, Su et al 2005). In addition to the delay, the combined Pacific/remote ocean570

forcing further amplifies the Tland response. With the help of the idealised ENSO-571

like experiments we confirmed that the delayed land response is due to the slowly572

responding remote tropical oceans and this leads to increased variability of Tland.573

The process of how Tland is being forced by ENSO can be outlined as follows: the574

NINO3 SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific are transported via the troposphere575

and land responds without delay, the remote tropical oceans respond on a timescale576

of 4–6 months, and tropical land also responds quickly to this delayed forcing which577

leads to a peak in the land’s response to ENSO at a delay of 3 months.578
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The large sensitivity (amplification) of Tland to tropical ocean temperature579

anomalies is due to the enhanced upper level atmospheric warming that goes along580

with tropical SST variability. The latent heat released by moist convection leads581

to upper level temperature variations that are larger in amplitude than the source582

SST anomalies. The amplified positive and negative anomalies are transported583

to land, leading to an increase in temperature variability over land compared to584

oceans. This mechanism is essentially the same as that proposed for explaining the585

equilibrium global warming land/sea warming contrast (e.g. Joshi and Gregory586

(2008), Dommenget (2009) or Byrne and O’Gorman (2013)). The link via the587

upper level amplification by moist convection suggests that the climate will be588

more sensitive to SST variability in warm ocean regions that allow for increases in589

deep convections. The processes we explained don’t extend to the extra-tropics due590

to the lack of strong large-scale moist convection, and as such we don’t fully explain591

extra-tropical values of the land/sea contrast. However the Northern Hemispheric592

correlation values seen in observations, and the non-linear model response of the593

extra-tropical continents to tropical and extra-tropical ocean forcings indicate that594

the land/sea connection outside of the tropics is more subtle but still important.595
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Table 1 CMIP5 models used in this study. 100 years of the piControl run was used from each
model.

Originating Group(s) Country Model

CSIRO and BOM Australia ACCESS1.0
Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration China BCC-CSM1.1
Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration China BCC-CSM1.1-m
GCESS, Beijing National University China BNU-ESM
National Center for Atmospheric Research USA CCSM4
National Center for Atmospheric Research USA CESM1-BGC
National Center for Atmospheric Research USA CESM1-CAM5
National Center for Atmospheric Research USA CESM1-FASTCHEM
National Center for Atmospheric Research USA CESM1-WACCM
Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per i Cambiamenti Italy CMCC-CM
Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per i Cambiamenti Italy CMCC-CMS
CSIRO and QCCCE Australia CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
Meteo-France/Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques France CNRM-CM5
Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis Canada CanESM2
Institute of Atmospheric Physics and Chinese Academy of Sciences China FGOALS-g2
Institute of Atmospheric Physics and Chinese Academy of Sciences China FGOALS-s2
The First Institution of Oceanography China FIO-ESM
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory USA GFDL-CM3
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory USA GFDL-ESM2G
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory USA GFDL-ESM2M
NASA / Goddard Institute for Space Studies USA GISS-E2-H
NASA / Goddard Institute for Space Studies USA GISS-E2-R
Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met Office UK HadCM3
Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met Office UK HadGEM2-CC
Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met Office UK HadGEM2-ES
Institute for Numerical Mathematics Russia INM-CM4
Institut Pierre Simon Laplace France IPSL-CM5A-LR
Institut Pierre Simon Laplace France IPSL-CM5A-MR
Institut Pierre Simon Laplace France IPSL-CM5B-LR
Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (AORI), Japan MIROC5
National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES) and
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC)
AORI, NIES and JAMSTEC Japan MIROC-ESM
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology Germany MPI-ESM-LR
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology Germany MPI-ESM-P
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology Germany MPI-ESM-MR
Meteorological Research Institute Japan MRI-CGCM3
Norwegian Climate Centre Norway NorESM1-M
Norwegian Climate Centre Norway NorESM1-ME

Table 2 Idealised model simulations discussed in this study. Atmospheric component was
HadGEM2 at N48 resolution.

Name Ocean Time Notes

AMIP-global HadISST1 1870-2012
AMIP-tropics Tropics: HadISST1 1870-2012 Climatological SSTs with

Extra-tropics: FIXSST anomalies applied in tropics
AMIP-extra-tropics Extra-tropics: HadISST1 1870-2012 Climatological SSTs with

Tropics: FIXSST anomalies applied in extra-tropics
FIXSST Climatology 100 years Climatological SSTs based

on HadISST1 1950-2013
+1K Global FIXSST, 100 years Climatology with

+1K +1K added to global oceans
+1K Tropics FIXSST, 100 years Climatology with

+1K in Tropics +1K added to tropical oceans
+1K Extra-tropics FIXSST 100 years Climatology with

+1K in Extra-tropics +1K added to extra-tropical oceans
Slab 50m mixed layer ocean 100 years
ENSO-FIXSST FIXSST, 100 years Climatology with

El Niño pattern oscillating pattern in tropical Pacific
ENSO-slab Slab, 100 years 50m mixed layer ocean with

El Niño pattern oscillating pattern in tropical Pacific
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Table 3 Annual mean Tland and Tocean used to calculate land/sea contrast, ratio of land/sea
standard deviations and correlation coefficient between land and sea. Observations is HadSST2
and CruTEMP4 data. CMIP5 is combined pre-industrial control runs from 35 models, showing
one standard deviation between the individual models. AMIP run was forced with HadISST1.
ENSO-like run forced with oscillating canonical ENSO pattern in the tropical Pacific, slab
ocean elsewhere.

Data set and region L/S contrast L/S correlation Ratio Std Dev
Observations

Global 1.43 0.58 2.45
Tropical 1.19 0.81 1.48
NH Extra-tropics 1.00 0.61 1.64
SH Extra-tropics 0.22 0.10 2.28
CMIP5, multi-model mean values

Global 1.26 ± 0.23 0.64 ± 0.13 1.97 ± 0.26
Tropics 1.35 ± 0.16 0.87 ± 0.06 1.55 ± 0.15
NH extra-tropics 0.32 ± 0.30 0.19 ± 0.18 1.63 ± 0.29
SH extra-tropics 0.03 ± 0.68 0.01 ± 0.20 3.41 ± 0.70
AMIP run

Global 1.27 0.74 1.72
Tropical 1.26 0.88 1.43
NH Extra-tropics 0.53 0.34 1.59
SH Extra-tropics 0.64 0.16 2.41
ENSO-Slab

Global 1.50 0.71 2.13
Tropical 1.17 0.85 1.37
NH Extra-tropics 0.57 0.28 2.08
SH Extra-tropics -0.42 -0.11 3.69

Table 4 Correlation coefficient of annual mean Tland and Tocean between regions

Region Observations CMIP5 AMIP
Global Ocean - Tropical Ocean 0.81 0.92 0.90
Global Ocean - N Hemis ExTr. Ocean 0.37 0.09 0.36
Tropical Ocean - N Hemis ExTr. Ocean 0.15 -0.16 0.02
Tropical Ocean- Tropical Land 0.81 0.87 0.88
Tropical Ocean- Global Land 0.40 0.66 0.78
Gobal Land - N Hemis. ExTr. Land 0.95 0.74 0.78
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Fig. 1 Pattern used in ENSO experiments. Result of regression between NINO3 and global
SST.
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Fig. 3 Scatter plot with CMIP5 models showing relationship between global and tropical
(top row) and global and extra-tropical (bottom row) values of the land/sea contrast (a,d),
land/sea correlation (b,e) and ratio standard deviations (c,f).
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Fig. 4 Correlation between globally averaged Tland and Tsurf , combined annual means from
35 CMIP5 pre-industrial control runs, 100 years from each model.
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Fig. 5 Annual mean Tland and Tocean for a) global b) tropical c) Northern Hemisphere extra-
tropical d) Southern Hemisphere extra-tropical. AMIP run forced with detrended HadISST1.
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Fig. 6 F-test of annual mean temperature for AMIP-type runs. Surface temperature response
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Fig. 7 Mean Tsurf response for sensitivity experiments a) 1K added to tropical oceans b) 1K
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Fig. 8 Cross-correlations between the NINO3 region and land and ocean. Observations (top
row), combined CMIP5 models (middle row), Two sensitivity experiments (bottom row); At-
mospheric model forced with ENSO-like oscillation in tropical Pacific and fixed SSTs elsewhere
(red line), slab ocean elsewhere (green, blue lines). Global land and ocean (a,e,i), tropical land
and ocean (b,f,j), NH extra-tropical land and ocean (c,g,k) and SH extra-tropical land and
ocean (d,h,l). NINO3 autocorrelation included for reference (black dashed line).
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Fig. 9 Linear regression coefficients for temperature above tropical land and ocean as linear
model of a) Tland (1000hPa surface) and b) Tocean, for forced run (solid) and control run
(dashed). i.e. Tplv,land = aTsfc,land + b, and Tplv,ocean = aTsfc,land + b
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Fig. 10 Regression values between surface and variable averaged over regions. Control run
(left), forced run (middle), difference (right). (a-c) Upper Tropospheric temperature (500-
100hPa), (d-f) Downward longwave radiation, (g-i) Downward Shortwave radionation, (j-l)
Specific Humidity 1.5m, (m-o) sea level pressure. Dotted regions indicate significance levels
above 95%


